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 Introduction to ENAEE

 Accreditation aspects specific to engineering programmes

• Providing assurance of quality through agreed criteria

• The evolution of accreditation systems to cope with online 
education and evaluation

• International co-operation and mobility for engineers

Overview
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Engineering Education Landscape



Engineering Education  - Wider  Base

We still demand a standard engineer as output!



Adding more complexity..

Cyber Security

Emerging 
Technologies – AI, 
Industry 4.0

Sustainability

Inclusion

Ethical dimension

Stay Current (CPD)



Outcomes Based Education

• Standardised learning 
outcomes

• Thresholds

• Evidence Based

• Broad based descriptors

– Engineering knowledge

– Problem solving

– Teamwork

– Ethics



International Recognition



Many databases of programmes…



Covid 19-impacts

• Rapid move to online 

• Modified assessment methods

• Grade inflation?

• Reduced lab work

• Different teamwork experience

• Reduced student placement

• Some students disadvantaged?





OECD
“While the precise learning losses are not yet known, existing 

research suggests that the students in grades 1-12 affected by the 
closures might expect some 3 percent lower income over their entire 

lifetimes. For nations, the lower long-term growth related to such 
losses might yield an average of 1.5 percent lower annual GDP for the 

remainder of the century. These economic losses would grow if 
schools are unable to re-start quickly.”

“Just returning schools to where they were in 2019 will not avoid such 
losses. Only making them better can. While a variety of approaches 
might be attempted, existing research indicates that close attention 

to the modified re-opening of schools offers strategies that could 
ameliorate the losses.”

OECD report 2020 - The Economic Impacts of Learning 

Losses 



In summary

• The existing Quality Assurance systems have adapted well during 
the pandemic – a relatively short time

• The challenge for Quality Assurance  will increase in future years
– As primary and secondary year students  impacted by the pandemic enter 

the university system.

– If the pandemic lasts for more years

• Quality Assurance systems need to rapidly and flexibly adapt to 
cope with  longer term impacts 



Thank You!


